Petit Ermitage
Property Particulars
“Bohemianism is a way of life. A state of mind. An atmosphere. It’s about living richly and irreverently, beyond convention. It’s about
being uninhibited, unbuttoned, creative and free.” - The Bohemian Manifesto

Fashioned after a private pied a terre, rather than a traditional hotel, with the elegant, yet bohemian traveler in mind, Petit
Ermitage appeals to bon vivant’s and world travelers. Each space was created to appeal to the five senses, engaging one’s
sense of sight, sound, smell, touch and taste simultaneously.

The Art
The art that lines the walls of each floor and all of the 79 guest suites of the Hotel is from the owner’s personal collection
The pieces include works that span from the 17th century up until the Contemporary American period
A sampling of the artists include: Miro, De Kooning, Rauschenberg, Dali, Erte
The Details
The owner intentionally selected items familiar and exotic to create the world that is Petit Ermitage.
From travels around the globe, the owner personally selected all of the furniture and décor
Walls and ceilings have been hand painted by local artisans
The walls are made of hand troweled venetian plaster
The custom railings in the suites are from India
The carpet throughout the Hotel was hand woven in Turkey
The tiles that line the front drive were sourced in Rome
The antique tiles in the Private Rooftop are Dutch
The Butterfly Bar in the Private Rooftop is paved in tiled from Morocco and Ecuador
The antique gramophone in the lobby is fully functioning and plays the signature Petit Ermitage playlist
The pillow shams in each suite were hand crafted in Tashkent, Uzbekistan
The Amenities
L’Ermitage Hotels custom crafted Thermo-pedic and bamboo mattresses are in each suite
Signature candles made in a coconut base and scented with Atlas Cedar, Baltic Amber, California Grapefruit and a hint of
Darjeeling tea are in the lobby and available for purchase
Signature soaps made with the same custom scent are offered with the Hotel’s compliments in each suite
618 thread count sheets are in every suite
The majority of the rooms also boast fireplaces featuring artisan crafted mantels
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The Family
In keeping with the international theme of the property, the staff at Petit Ermitage is multilingual, all concierge and hail from all parts of
the globe.
The Private Rooftop
Possessing stunning 360 degree views of Los Angeles, Petit Ermitage’s Private Rooftop is a spectacular amenity for our guests. This magical
space is recognized by the National Wildlife Federation as a butterfly and hummingbird sanctuary and is reminiscent of a salon offering
personal comfort and the intimacy of a graceful home. It includes the following intimate spaces:
The Butterfly Bar
The Garden
The Garden’s End
The Heated Saltwater European Pool
The Masters Lounge
The Cabana
The Firedeck
The Fine Fare & Beverage
Globally inspired fine fare and beverages are offered both in suite via our 24 hour suite service and for breakfast, brunch, lunch and
dinner in our Private Rooftop. Created by our in house Executive Chef, Joseph Antonishek, his cuisine combines everyday items with
exotic flavors. Chef Antonishek can frequently be found gathering fresh herbs, vegetables and fruits from the Garden of our Private
Rooftop for inclusion in his enticing, exotic fare.
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